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 Strongly Regular Square-free Graphs with  m  5  2
 B ENJAMIN V . C . C OLLINS
 By a square in an undirected graph  G , we mean a cycle  x , y , z , w  such that  x  is not adjacent
 to  z  and  y  is not adjacent to  w .  Suppose that  G  is a strongly regular graph with  m  5  2 ,  and
 assume that  G  does not contain a square . Pick any vertex  x  of  G  and let  G 9 denote the induced
 subgraph on the first subsconstituent of  G  with respect to  x .  It is known that  G 9 is strongly
 regular . We express the parameters of  G  and  G 9 in terms of two integer variables ,  p  and  h ,
 which do not depend on  x .  We present feasibility conditions which must be satisfied by  p  and  h ,
 and show that , if  p  satisfies these , then  p  5  (  f 2 i 1 1 )
 2 for some integer  i  (0  <  i  ,  `  ) ,  where  f 0  ,
 f 1  ,  f 2  ,  .  .  .  is the Fibonacci sequence , defined by  f 0  5  0 , f 1  5  1 and  f j  5  f j 2 1  1  f j 2 2 (2  <  j  <  `  ) .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 In [1] , Bose and Dowling studied strongly regular graphs with  m  5  1 .  These are a
 generalization of Moore graphs of diameter 2 , and in the present paper we shall refer
 to them as Generalized Moore Graphs . Bose and Dowling provided feasibility
 conditions for the parameters of Generalized Moore Graphs , based on the integrality
 of the number of vertices of the graph , and the integrality of the eigenvalues . They also
 presented a partial list of feasible parameters . The first three entries on their list
 correspond to known graphs : the pentagon , the Petersen graph and the Hof fman –
 Singleton graph . The existence question was left open in the remaining cases .
 In the present paper , we generalize their results as follows . By a  square  in a graph  G ,
 we mean a cycle  x , y , z , w ,  such that  x  is not adjacent to  z  and  y  is not adjacent to  w .  If
 G contains no squares , we say that  G  is  square - free .  Let  G  be a strongly regular
 square-free graph with  m  5  2 .  Fix a vertex  x  of  G , and let  G 9 denote the first
 subconstituent with respect to  x .  By a result of Terwilliger [4] ,  G 9 is strongly regular ; in
 fact ,  G 9 is a Generalized Moore Graph . We express the parameters of both  G  and  G 9 in
 terms of two integer variables ,  p  and  h .  We present a number of feasibility conditions
 for  p  and  h ,  based on the integrality of the eigenvalues of  G  and  G 9 , the multiplicities of
 these eigenvalues and the number of maximal cliques in each graph .
 One of our feasibility conditions asserts that both  p  and 5 p  2  4 are perfect squares .
 We show that this occurs precisely when  p  5  (  f 2 i 1 1 )
 2 for some integer  i  (0  <  i  ,  `  ) ,
 where  f 0  , f 1  , f 2  ,  .  .  .  is the Fibonacci sequence , defined by  f 0  5  0 , f 1  5  1 and  f j  5  f j 2 1  1  f j 2 2  ,
 (2  <  j  ,  `  ) .  Using this information , we generate possible values of  p ,  and check for
 values of  h  such that (  p ,  h ) satisfy our remaining feasibility conditions . With the aid of
 a computer , we eliminate all pairs (  p ,  h ) with  p  less than (  f 3 7 ) 2 .  We conclude that  G  has
 at least 5 . 8  3  10 5 8 vertices , and that  G 9 has at least 1 . 36  3  10 3 0 vertices . In particular ,  G 9
 is not one of the three known Generalized Moore Graphs .
 Before we state our two main theorems , we define our terms .
 A  graph  is a pair  G  5  ( X ,  E ) consisting of a finite non-empty set  X  and a set  E  of
 distinct two-element subsets of  X .  The elements of  X  are called the  y  ertices  of  G , and
 the elements of  E  are called the  edges  of  G . We say that vertices  x  and  y  are  adjacent
 whenever  xy  P  E .
 Let  G  5  ( X ,  E ) be a graph . A  clique  in  G  is a set of mutually adjacent vertices , and a
 coclique  is a set of mutually non-adjacent vertices . By a  square  in  G , we mean a set of
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 four vertices  x , y , z , w ,  with  xy , yz , zw , wx  P  E ,  but  xz , yw  ¸  E .  We call  G  square - free
 whenever it contains no squares . Equivalently ,  G  is square-free if , given any two
 distinct non-adjacent vertices , the set of vertices adjacent to both is a (possibly empty)
 clique . Given any  x  P  X ,  let  G ( x ) denote the set of vertices adjacent to  x .  We say that  G
 is  regular with  y  alency k  whenever  u G ( x ) u  5  k  for all  x  P  X .  Suppose that  G  is neither a
 clique nor a coclique . Then we say  G  is  strongly regular  with parameters ( n ,  k ,  l  m  )
 whenever  G  has  n  vertices , is regular with valency  k  and , for any two distinct vertices
 x ,y  P  X ,  u G ( x )  >  G (  y ) u  5  l  if  xy  P  E ,  and  u G ( x )  >  G (  y ) u  5  m  if  xy  ¸  E .
 Let  G  5  ( X ,  E ) be any graph , and let  X  9  Ô  X .  We define the  induced subgraph  on  X  9
 to be the graph  G 9 with vertex set  X  9 and edge  E 9  5  h xy  3  x ,y  P  X  9 and  xy  P  E j .  By the
 adjacency matrix  of  G , we mean the  u X  u  3  u X  u  matrix  A ,  with rows and columns indexed
 by  X ,  and with  xy -entry
 A x y  5 H 1  if  xy  P  E , 0  otherwise ,  ( x ,y  P  X  ) .
 By the  eigen y  alues of  G ,  we mean the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix .
 We now state the principal results of our paper . Theorem 1 . 1 establishes the
 formulas which we will use in our main result , Theorem 1 . 2 . The proofs of these
 theorems are given below in Sections 2 and 3 , respectively .
 T HEOREM 1 . 1 .  Let  G  5  ( X ,  E )  be a strongly regular square - free graph with  m  5  2 .
 Then  (i) – (ix)  hold :
 (i)  There exist positi y  e integers p and h such that , gi y  en any two adjacent  y  ertices x ,
 y  P  X , the induced subgraph on the set  G ( x )  >  G (  y )  is a disjoint union of p cliques , each
 clique containing exactly h  y  ertices .
 Fix a  y  ertex x  P  X , and let  G 9  denote the induced subgraph on  G ( x ) . Then :
 (ii)  G 9  is strongly regular . The parameters of  G 9  are gi y  en by :
 n 9  5  1  1  ph  1  ph  2 (  p  2  1) ,  (1 . 1)
 k 9  5  ph ,  l 9  5  h  2  1 ,  m 9  5  1 .  (1 . 2 – 1 . 4)
 (iii)  The parameters of  G  are gi y  en by :
 n  5  2  1  ph  1  ph 2 (  p  2  1)  1
 ph  2 (  p  2  1)(1  1  ph  1  ph  2 (  p  2  1))
 2
 ,  (1 . 5)
 k  5  1  1  ph  1  ph  2 (  p  2  1) ,  l  5  ph ,  m  5  2 .  (1 . 6 – 1 . 8)
 (iv)  The distinct eigen y  alues of  G 9  are k 9 , r 9  and s 9 , where k 9  is as in  (1 . 2) , and where r 9
 and s 9  are gi y  en by
 r 9  5
 h  1  4 h ( h  1  4 p  2  4)
 2
 2  1  (1 . 9)
 and
 s 9  5
 h  2  4 h ( h  2  4 p  2  4)
 2
 2  1 .  (1 . 10)
 Moreo y  er , r 9  and s 9  are both integers .
 (v)  The distinct eigen y  alues of  G  are k , r and s , where k is as in  (1 . 6) , and where r and s
 are gi y  en by
 r  5
 ph  1  h 4 5 p 2  2  4 p
 2
 2  1  (1 . 11)
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 and
 s  5
 ph  2  h 4 5 p 2  2  4 p
 2
 2  1 .  (1 . 12)
 Moreo y  er , r and s are both integers .
 (vi)  Let f  9  be the multiplicity of the eigen y  alue r 9  of  G 9 . Then
 f  9  5
 ph ( F  2  h )( F  2  h  1  2 ph  1  2)
 4 F
 ,  (1 . 13)
 where
 F  5  4 h ( h  1  4 p  2  4) .  (1 . 14)
 (vii)  Let f be the multiplicity of the eigen y  alue r of  G . Then
 f  5
 ( ˚  2  p )( h  ˚  1  4  1  hp  1  2 h 2 p (  p  2  1))(1  1  hp  1  h 2 p (  p  2  1))
 8 ˚
 ,  (1 . 15)
 where
 ˚  5  4 5 p 2  2  4 p .  (1 . 16)
 (viii)  Let c 9  be the total number of maximal cliques in  G 9 . Then
 c 9  5
 n 9 p
 ( h  1  1)
 ,  (1 . 17)
 where n 9  is gi y  en in  (1 . 1) .
 (ix)  Let c be the total number of maximal cliques in  G . Then
 c  5  nn 9 p  / ( h  1  1)( h  1  2)  ,  (1 . 18)
 where n and n 9  are gi y  en in  (1 . 5)  and  (1 . 1) , respecti y  ely .
 T HEOREM 1 . 2 .  Let  G  5  ( X ,  E )  be a strongly regular square - free graph with  m  5  2 ,
 and let p and h be as in Theorem  1 . 1(i) . Then :
 (i)
 1  <  h  <  p  2  1 .  (1 . 19)
 (ii)
 h ( h  1  4 p  2  4)  is  a  perfect  square  ( i .e .  the  square  of  an  integer . )  (1 . 20)
 (iii)  p and  5 p  2  4  are perfect squares . More precisely , if p is odd , then there are
 relati y  ely prime odd integers  a  and  b  such that
 p  5  a  2  (1 . 21)
 5 p  2  4  5  b  2 ,  (1 . 22)
 and if p is e y  en , then there are relati y  ely prime odd integers  g  and  d  such that
 p  5  4 g  2  (1 . 23)
 and
 5 p  2  4  5  16 d  2 .  (1 . 24)
 (iv)  Suppose that h is odd . Then
 ( h  1  4 p  2  4)  di y  ides p  2 (1  2  p ) 3 (4 p 2  2  6 p  1  1) 2 .  (1 . 25)
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 (v)  Suppose that h is e y  en . Then
 ( h  1  2 p  2  2)  di y  ides  8 p 2 (1  2  p ) 3 (4 p 2  2  6 p  1  1) 2 ,  (1 . 26)
 where
 h  5  h  / 2 .
 (vi)  Suppose that p is odd . Then
 b  di y  ides  ( h  2  5)(2 h  1  5)(4 h 2  2  20 h  2  25) ,  (1 . 27)
 where  b  as as in  (1 . 22) .
 (vii)  Suppose that p is e y  en . Then
 d  di y  ides  ( h  2  5)(2 h  1  5)(4 h 2  2  20 h  2  25) ,  (1 . 28)
 where  d  is as in  (1 . 24) . Moreo y  er ,
 h  ;  3  (mod  4) .  (1 . 29)
 (viii)
 ( h  1  1)  di y  ides p (  p  2  1) 2 .  (1 . 30)
 (ix)
 ( h  1  2)  di y  ides  2 p (  p  2  1) 2 (4 p 2  2  2 p  1  1)(4 p 2  2  6 p  1  1) .  (1 . 31)
 Con y  ersely , if p and h are any two integers that satisfy  (i) – (ix)  abo y  e , then they are
 feasible parameters for a strongly regular square - free graph with  m  5  2 , in the sense that
 the expressions in  (1 . 9) ,  (1 . 10) ,  (1 . 11)  and  (1 . 12)  are integers , and the expressions in
 (1 . 13) ,  (1 . 15) ,  (1 . 17)  and  (1 . 18)  are positi y  e integers .
 2 .  T HE  P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 1 . 1
 Before we proceed with the proof of Theorem 1 . 1 , we need a few standard results
 about strongly regular graphs . See [2 , pp . 8 – 13] for more details .
 L EMMA 2 . 1 .  Let  G  be a connected strongly regular graph with parameters  ( n , k ,  l  ,
 m  ) . Then the following hold  :
 (i)
 m  ( n  2  k  2  1)  5  k ( k  2  l  2  1) .  (2 . 1)
 (ii)  The distinct eigen y  alues of  G  are k , r and s , where
 r  5
 ( l  2  m  )  1  4 ( l  2  m  ) 2  2  4( m  2  k )
 2
 (2 . 2)
 and
 s  5
 ( l  2  m  )  2  4 ( l  2  m  ) 2  2  4( m  2  k )
 2
 (2 . 3)
 (iii)  If r and s are not both integers , then n  5  4 m  1  1 , k  5  2 m  , and  l  5  m  2  1 .  ( A strongly
 regular graph satisfying these relationships is called a  conference graph . )
 (iv)  The multiplicities of the eigen y  alues k , r and s are  1 , f and g  5  n  2  1  2  f ,
 respecti y  ely , where
 f  5
 ( s  1  1) k ( k  2  s )
 m  ( s  2  r )
 .  (2 . 4)
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 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 1 . 1(i) .  Pick any  x  P  X ,  and let  G 9 denote the induced subgraph
 on  G ( x ) .  Note that  G 9 has  n 9  5  k  vertices , and is regular with valency  k 9  5  l .
 Theorem 4 . 1 . 7 of [4] shows that  G 9 is strongly regular with  m 9  5  1 ,  i . e .  G  is a
 Generalized Moore Graph . Since  n 9 , k 9 and  m 9 are independent of the choice of  x ,  and
 since  l 9 is determined by (2 . 1) , we find that  l 9 is also independent of the choice of  x .
 Observe that the set  G ( x )  >  G (  y ) can be viewed as the set of vertices of  G 9 adjacent
 to  y .  In [1] , Bose and Dowling showed that , for a Generalized Moore Graph , the
 induced subgraph on the set of vertices adjacent to a vertex  y  is a disjoint union of
 equal sized cliques . Moreover , they showed that the number and size of these cliques
 depends only on the parameters of  G 9 , independent of the choice of  y .  Since the
 parameters of  G 9 are independent of the choice of  x ,  (i) holds .  h
 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 1 . 1(ii) .  We have shown in the proof of (i) that  G 9 is strongly
 regular with  m 9  5  1 .  Given a vertex  y  of  G 9 , the set of vertices of  G 9 adjacent to  y  is the
 set of vertices of  G  adjacent to both  x  and  y .  Since this set consists of  p  cliques of  h
 vertices each ,  k 9  5  ph .  Given adjacent vertices  y  and  z  of  G 9 , let  C  be the unique clique
 in  G ( x )  >  G (  y ) containing  z .  Observe that the set of vertices in  G 9 adjacent to both  y
 and  z  is precisely  C  \  h z j ,  so  l 9  5  h  2  1 .  Finally , the value of  n 9 can be computed using (2 . 1) .
 h
 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 1 . 1(iii) .  By hypothesis ,  m  5  2 ,  which is equation (1 . 8) , and we
 have already shown that  l  5  k 9 and  k  5  n 9 ,  which gives us (1 . 6) and (1 . 7) . To obtain
 (1 . 5) , evaluate (2 . 1) using (1 . 6) – (1 . 8) .  h
 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 1 . 1(iv) .  Equations (1 . 9) and (1 . 10) are immediate from Lemma
 2 . 1(ii) , by evaluating (2 . 2) and (2 . 3) using (1 . 2) , (1 . 3) and (1 . 4) . Suppose that  r 9 and  s 9
 are not both integers . Then , since  m 9  5  1 ,  Lemma 2 . 1(iii) implies that  n 9  5  5 , k 9  5  2 and
 l 9  5  0 .  A strongly regular graph with these parameters is a pentagon . Since this is the
 induced subgraph on the set of vertices adjacent to any vertex in  G ,  G  must be the
 icosahedron [2 , p . 35 . ] Since the icosahedron is not a strongly regular square-free
 graph , we have a contradiction , and  r 9 and  s 9 must both be integers  h
 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 1 . 1(v) .  Equations (1 . 11) and (1 . 12) are immediate from Lemma
 2 . 1(ii) , by evaluating (2 . 2) and (2 . 3) using (1 . 6) , (1 . 7) and (1 . 8) . Suppose that  r  and  s
 are not both integers . Then , since  m  5  2 ,  we find by Lemma 2 . 1(iii) that  n  5  9 , k  5  4
 and  l  5  1 ,  which is inconsistent with (1 . 5) – (1 . 7) .  h
 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 1 . 1(vi) .  By Lemma 2 . 1(iv) , the multiplicity  f  9 of the eigenvalue
 r 9  is given by
 f  9  5
 ( s 9  1  1) k 9 ( k 9  2  s 9 )
 m 9 ( s 9  2  r 9 )
 .  (2 . 5)
 Equation (1 . 13) is obtained by eliminating  k 9 ,  m 9 , r 9 and  s 9 using (1 . 2) , (1 . 4) , (1 . 9) and
 (1 . 10) , and simplifying .  h
 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 1 . 1(vii) .  The multiplicity  f  of the eigenvalue  r  is given by (2 . 4) .
 Equation (1 . 15) is obtained by eliminating  k ,  m  , r  and  s  in (2 . 4) using (1 . 6) , (1 . 8) , (1 . 11)
 and (1 . 12) , and simplifying .  h
 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 1 . 1(viii) .  First , observe that each maximal clique of  G 9 has  h  1  1 
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 vertices . Indeed , fix a maximal clique  M  in  G 9 , and pick a vertex  y  P  M .  Then the clique
 M  \  h  y j  is maximal in the induced subgraph on  G ( x )  >  G (  y ) ,  and therefore has  h  vertices
 by Theorem 1 . 1(i) . Hence ,  M  has  h  1  1 vertices .
 Next , observe that each vertex of  G 9 is contained in exactly  p  maximal cliques of  G 9 .
 Indeed , fix a vertex  y  of  G 9 . As we have seen , each maximal clique of  G 9 containing  y
 corresponds to a maximal clique in the induced subgraph on  G ( x )  >  G (  y ) ,  so  y  is
 contained in  p  maximal cliques of  G 9 .
 We now count the number of pairs ( M ,  y ) ,  where  M  is a maximal clique of  G 9 ,  y  is a
 vertex of  G 9 and  y  P  M .  On the one hand , there are  c 9 such cliques , each containing
 h  1  1  vertices . On the other hand , there are  n 9 vertices , each contained in  p  maximal
 cliques of  G 9 . So
 c 9 ( h  1  1)  5  n 9 p ,  (2 . 6)
 and (1 . 17) is immediate .  h
 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 1 . 1(ix) .  First , observe that each maximal clique of  G  has  h  1  2
 vertices . Indeed , fix a maximal clique  M  of  G , and pick a vertex  z  P  M .  Then the clique
 M  \  h z j  is maximal in the induced subgraph on  G ( z ) .  By (viii) , such a clique has  h  1  1
 vertices , so  M  has  h  1  2 vertices .
 Next , observe that each vertex of  G  is contained in exactly  n 9 p  / ( h  1  1) maximal
 cliques of  G . Indeed , fix a vertex  z  of  G . Each maximal clique of  G  containing  z
 corresponds to a maximal clique in the induced subgraph on  G ( z ) .  By the proof of
 (viii) , there are  n 9 p  / ( h  1  1) such cliques .
 We now count the number of pairs ( M ,  z ) ,  where  M  is a maximal clique of  G ,  z  is a
 vertex of  G  and  z  P  M .  On the one hand , there are  c  such cliques , each containing  h  1  2
 vertices . On the other hand , there are  n  vertices , each contained in  n 9 p  / ( h  1  1) cliques .
 So
 c ( h  1  2)  5  n
 n 9 p
 h  1  1
 ,  (2 . 7)
 and (1 . 18) is immediate .  h
 3 .  P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 1 . 2
 P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1 . 2(i) .  Pick non-adjacent vertices  y  and  z  in  G . Since  m  5  2 ,
 G (  y )  >  G ( z )  consists of two adjacent vertices ,  x  and  w .  Now , by Theorem 1 . 1(i) ,
 G ( x )  >  G (  y )  consists of  p  cliques , each containing  h  vertices . Note that  h  >  1 ,  since  w  is
 contained in one of these cliques . It remains to show that  h  <  p  2  1 .
 First , observe that  p  .  1 .  Indeed , if  p  5  1 ,  then , by Theorem 1 . 1(ii) ,  n 9  5  1  1  h ,  and
 k 9  5  h .  Then  G 9 is a complete graph , contradicting the fact that it is strongly regular .
 Now , since  p  .  1 ,  there is a maximal clique  C  in  G ( x )  >  G (  y ) which does not contain
 w .  Let  S  denote the set of maximal cliques in  G ( x )  >  G ( z ) which do not contain  w .  Then
 u C u  5  h  and  u S u  5  p  2  1 ,  so it is suf ficient to show that  u C u  <  u S u .  We do this by exhibiting
 an injection from  C  into  S .
 Observe that , for each  u  P  C ,  there is a unique clique  U  P  S  which contains a vertex
 adjacent to  u .  Define a map  s  :  C  5  S  by  s  ( u )  5  U .  Then we claim that  s  is one-to-one .
 Suppose that there are distinct vertices  u  and  u 9 in  C  such that  s  ( u )  5  s  ( u 9 ) .  There are
 two possibilities . If  u  and  u 9 are adjacent to the same vertex ,  y  ,  in  s  ( u ) ,  then  y   is
 adjacent to  u , u 9 ,  and  x ,  all of which are adjacent to  y .  Since  m  5  2 ,  y   must be adjacent
 to  y .  Then  y   is adjacent to both  y  and  z ,  but  y   is not  x ,  or  w ,  so we have a
 contradiction . On the other hand , if  u  and  u 9 are adjacent to distinct  y   and  y  9 in  s  ( u ) ,
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 then  u , u 9 ,  y   and  y  9 form a square ; also a contradiction . Therefore ,  s  is one-to-one ,
 and  u C u  <  S .  h
 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 1 . 2(ii) .  By Theorem 1 . 1(iv) , the eigenvalues  r 9 and  s 9 must be
 integers . For this part of the proof , let  p  and  h  be arbitrary integers satisfying Theorem
 1 . 2(i) . By considering separately the cases  h  odd and  h  even , it becomes apparent that
 the expressions on the right of (1 . 9) and (1 . 10) are integers if f  4 h ( h  1  4 p  2  4) is an integer .
 h
 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 1 . 2(iii) .  By Theorem 1 . 1(v) , the eigenvalues  r  and  s  must be
 integers . For the proof of Theorem 1 . 2(iii) , let  p  and  h  be arbitrary integers satisfying
 Theorem 1 . 2(i) . By considering separately the cases  p  odd and  p  even , it becomes
 apparent that the expressions on the right of (1 . 11) and (1 . 12) are integers if f
 4 5 p 2  2  4 p  is an integer .
 We now show that 5 p 2  2  4 p  is a perfect square if f both  p  and 5 p  2  4 are perfect
 squares . One implication is obvious . To show the other , assume that 5 p 2  2  4 p  is a
 perfect square , but  p  and 5 p  2  4 are not . Then there is a prime  q  dividing  p  and 5 p  2  4
 an odd number of times each . Then  q  divides 5 p  2  (5 p  2  4)  5  4 ,  so  q  5  2 .  This implies
 that 5 p  2  4 is two times a square . The only squares mod  5 are 0 , 1 and 4 , so 5 p  2  4 must
 be 0 , 2 or 3 (mod  5) . Since 5 p  2  4  ;  1 (mod  5) , this is a contradiction . Therefore , both  p
 and 5 p  2  4 are perfect squares .
 We have seen that the only possible common prime factor of  p  and 5 p  2  4 is 2 , so in
 the case  p  is odd ,  p  and 5 p  2  4 are relatively prime , and the existence of  a  and  b
 satisfying (1 . 21) and (1 . 22) follows .
 Now suppose that  p  is even . Then  p  5  4 g  2 for some  g .  We wish to show that  g  is
 odd . Suppose that  g  5  2 n  for some integer  m .  Then  p  5  16 m 2 ,  and 5 p  2  4  5  80 m 2  2  4  5
 4(20 m 2  2  1) .  Since 5 p  2  4 is a perfect square , so is 20 m 2  2  1 .  But 20 m  2  2  1  ;  3  (mod  4) ,
 and 3 is not a square mod  4 , so we have a contradiction . Therefore ,  g  is odd .
 We now show that 5 p  2  4  5  16 d  2 for some odd integer  d .  Observe that
 p  ;  4  (mod  32) , since the only even squares mod  32 are 0 , 4 and 16 , and  p  is not
 divisible by 16 . Now 5 p  2  4  ;  16  (mod  32) , so 5 p  2  4 is divisible by 16 but not by 32 .
 That is , 5 p  2  4  5  16 d  2 for some odd integer  d .
 Finally ,  g  and  d  are relatively prime , since they are odd , and the only common prime
 factor of  p  and 5 p  2  4 is 2 .  h
 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM  1 . 2(iv) .  For this section of the proof , let  p  and  h  be arbitrary
 integers satisfying Theorem 1 . 2(i) and (ii) . Assuming that  h  is odd , we show that the
 expression in (1 . 13) is a positive integer if f (1 . 25) holds .
 First , note that (1 . 13) is always positive . Indeed ,  p  >  2 and  h  >  1 ,  by Theorem 1 . 2(i) ,
 and  F  .  h  by (1 . 14) .
 Next , we consider integrality . By Theorem 1 . 2(ii) ,  F  is an integer , so each individual
 factor in (1 . 13) is an integer .
 By hypothesis ,  h  is odd . Now  F  is odd by (1 . 14) , so  F  2  h  is even , which implies that
 4 divides the numerator of (1 . 14) . Since 4 and  F  are relatively prime , (1 . 13) is an
 integer if f
 ph ( F  2  h )( F  2  h  1  2 ph  1  2)
 F
 (3 . 1)
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 is an integer . Squaring and eliminating  h ,  (3 . 1) is an integer if f
 p 2 ( F  2  h ) 2 ( F  2  h  1  2 ph  1  2) 2
 h  1  4 p  2  4
 (3 . 2)
 is an integer .
 At  h  5  4  2  4 p ,  the numerator of (3 . 2) is 256 p 2 (1  2  p ) 3 (4 p 2  2  6 p  1  1) 2 ,  so the
 remainder theorem implies that (3 . 2) is an integer if f
 ( h  1  4 p  2  4)  3  256 p 2 (1  2  p ) 3 (4 p 2  2  6 p  1  1) .  (3 . 3)
 Since  h  is odd ,  h  1  4 p  2  4 has no factor of 2 , so (3 . 3) is equivalent to (1 . 25) .  h
 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 1 . 2(v) .  For this section of the proof , let  p  and  h  be arbitrary
 integers satisfying Theorem 1 . 2(i) and (ii) . Assuming that  h  is even , we show that the
 expression in (1 . 13) is a positive integer if f (1 . 26) holds .
 Again , note that (1 . 13) is always positive , since  p  >  2 and  h  >  1 ,  by Theorem 1 . 2(i) ,
 and  F  .  h  by (1 . 14) .
 Next , we consider integrality . By Theorem 1 . 2(ii) ,  F  is an integer , so each individual
 factor in (1 . 13) is an integer . Since  h  is even ,  h  5  2 h  for some integer  h .  Also ,  F  is even
 by (1 . 14) , so  F  5  2 ¨   for some integer  ¨  .  Thus , (1 . 13) equals
 p h  ( ¨  2  h  )( ¨  2  h  1  2 p h  1  1)
 ¨
 (3 . 4)
 and , by (1 . 14) ,
 ¨  5  4 h  ( h  1  2 p  2  2)  .  (3 . 5)
 Squaring and eliminating  h  ,  (3 . 4) is an integer if f
 p 2 h  ( ¨  2  h  ) 2 ( ¨  2  h  1  2 p h  1  1) 2
 h  1  2 p  2  2
 (3 . 6)
 is an integer .
 At  h  5  2  2  2 p ,  the numerator of (3 . 6) is 8 p 2 (1  2  p ) 3 (4 p 2  2  6 p  1  1) 2 ,  so the remainder
 theorem implies that (3 . 4) is an integer if f (1 . 26) holds .  h
 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 1 . 2(vi) .  For this section of the proof , let  p  and  h  be arbitrary
 integers satisfying Theorem 1 . 2(i) and (iii) . Assuming that  p  is odd , we show that the
 expression in (1 . 15) is a positive integer if f (1 . 27) holds .
 First , note that (1 . 15) is always positive . Indeed ,  h  >  1 and  p  >  2 by Theorem 1 . 2(i) ,
 and  ˚  .  p  by (1 . 16) .
 We now consider integrality . By Theorem 1 . 2(iii) ,  ˚   is an integer , so each of the
 individual factors in (1 . 15) is an integer . Since  p  is odd by assumption ,  ˚   is odd by
 (1 . 16) . Note that the first and second factors in the numerator of (1 . 15) are even . If  h  is
 odd , then the last factor is also even , and if  h  is even , then the middle factor is divisible
 by 4 . In both cases , the numerator of (1 . 15) has a factor of 8 . Since  ˚   and 8 are
 relatively prime , (1 . 15) is an integer if f
 ( ˚  2  p )( h  ˚  1  4  1  hp  1  2 h 2 p (  p  2  1))(1  1  hp  1  h 2 p (  p  2  1))
 ˚
 (3 . 7)
 is an integer . At  ˚  5  0 , the numerator of (3 . 7) is  p (4  1  hp  1  2 h 2 p (  p  2  1))(1  1  hp  1
 h 2 p (  p  2  1)) ,  so the remainder theorem implies that (3 . 7) is an integer if f
 ˚  3  p (4  1  hp  1  2 h 2 p (  p  2  1))(1  1  hp  1  h 2 p (  p  2  1)) .  (3 . 8)
 Let  a  and  b  be as in (1 . 21) and (1 . 22) . By (1 . 16) ,
 ˚  5  a b  .  (3 . 9)
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 Substituting (1 . 21) and (3 . 9) into (3 . 8) , we see that (1 . 15) is an integer if f
 a b  3  a  2 (4  1  h a  2  1  2 h 2 a  2 ( a  2  2  1))(1  1  h a  2  1  h 2 a  2 ( a  2  2  1)) .  (3 . 10)
 Since  a  and  b  are relatively prime , we can disregard the extra factor of  a  on the
 right without changing divisibility . Also ,  b  and 5 are relatively prime , since
 b  2  ;  1  (mod  5) by (1 . 22) . So (3 . 10) is equivalent to
 b  3  5 4 (4  1  h a  2  1  2 h 2 a  2 ( a  2  2  1))(1  1  h a  2  1  h 2 a  2 ( a  2  2  1)) .  (3 . 11)
 Eliminating  p  from (1 . 22) using (1 . 21) , we see that
 5 a  2  5  b  2  1  4 .  (3 . 12)
 Eliminating  a  in (3 . 11) using (3 . 12) , and reducing by  b  ,  (3 . 11) is equivalent to
 b  3  4( h  2  5)(2 h  1  5)(4 h 2  2  20 h  2  25) .  (3 . 13)
 Since  b  is odd , we can disregard the factor of 4 , and it follows that (1 . 15) is an integer
 if f (1 . 27) holds .  h
 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 1 . 2(vii) .  For this section of the proof , let  p  and  h  be arbitrary
 integers satisfying Theorem 1 . 2(i) and (iii) . Assuming that  p  is even , we show that the
 expression in (1 . 15) is a positive integer if f (1 . 28) and (1 . 29) hold .
 Let  g  and  d  be as in (1 . 23) and (1 . 24) . By (1 . 16) ,
 ˚  5  8 g d  .  (3 . 14)
 Eliminating  p  and  ˚   in (3 . 7) using (1 . 23) and (1 . 24) , we obtain
 (2 d  2  g  )(2 h g d  1  1  1  h g  2  1  2 h 2 g  2 (4 g  2  2  1))(1  1  4 h g  2  1  4 h 2 g  2 (4 g  2  2  1))
 4 d
 .  (3 . 15)
 Since  d  is odd , 4 and  d  are relatively prime . Hence , (3 . 15) is an integer if f both
 d  3  (2 d  2  g  )(2 h g d  1  1  1  h g  2  1  2 h 2 g  2 (4 g  2  2  1))(1  1  4 h g  2  1  4 h 2 g  2 (4 g  2  2  1))  (3 . 16)
 and
 4  3  (2 d  2  g  )(2 h g d  1  1  1  h g  2  1  2 h 2 g  2 (4 g  2  2  1))(1  1  4 h g  2  1  4 h 2 g  2 (4 g  2  2  1)) .  (3 . 17)
 We will show that (3 . 16) is equivalent to (1 . 28) , and that (3 . 17) is equivalent to (1 . 29) .
 Reducing (3 . 16) by  d  ,  we see that it is equivalent to
 d  3  g  (1  1  h g  2  1  2 h 2 g  2 (4 g  2  2  1))(1  1  4 h g  2  1  4 h 2 g  2 (4 g  2  2  1)) .  (3 . 18)
 Since  g  and  d  are relatively prime , we can drop the factor of  g  from the right without
 changing divisibility . Also , 5 and  d  are relatively prime , since , by (1 . 24) ,  d  2  ;  1  (mod  5) .
 Thus , (3 . 18) is equivalent to
 d  3  5 4 (1  1  h g  2  1  2 h 2 g  2 (4 g  2  2  1))(1  1  4 h g  2  1  4 h 2 g  2 (4 g  2  2  1)) .  (3 . 19)
 By (1 . 23) and (1 . 24) .
 5 g  2  5  4 d  2  1  1 .  (3 . 20)
 Eliminating  g  in (3 . 19) using (3 . 20) , and reducing by  d  ,  we obtain that (3 . 19) is
 equivalent to (1 . 28) .
 Next , we will show that (3 . 17) is equivalent to (1 . 29) . Reducing (3 . 17) by 4 , it is
 equivalent to
 4  3  2 d  2  g  (1  1  g  2 h  2  2 g  2 h 2 ) .  (3 . 21)
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 That is ,
 2 d  2  g  (1  1  g  2 h  2  2 g  2 h 2 )  ;  0  (mod  4) .  (3 . 22)
 Since  d  is odd , 2 d  is congruent to 2  (mod  4) and since  g  is odd ,  g  2 is congruent to
 1  (mod  4) . So (3 . 22) holds if f
 2 g  (1  1  h  2  2 h 2 )  ;  2  (mod  4 . )  (3 . 23)
 Since  g  is odd , this holds if f
 1  1  h  2  2 h 2  ;  2  (mod  4) ,  (3 . 24)
 which holds if f  h  ;  3  (mod  4) .  h
 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 1 . 2(viii) .  For this section of the proof , let  p  and  h  be arbitrary
 integers satisfying Theorem 1 . 2(i) .
 Note that  p  and  h  are positive by Theorem 1 . 2(i) , and that  n 9 is positive by (1 . 1) , so
 (1 . 17) is positive . At  h  5  2 1 , n 9  5  1  2  p  1  p (  p  2  1)  5  (  p  2  1) 2 ,  so the remainder
 theorem implies that (1 . 17) is an integer if f (1 . 30) holds .  h
 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 1 . 2(ix) .  For this section of the proof , let  p  and  h  be arbitrary
 integers satisfying Theorem 1 . 2(i) and (viii) .
 Theorem 1 . 2(i) implies that (1 . 18) is positive . By Theorem 1 . 2(viii) , ( nn 9 p )( h  1  1) is
 an integer , and  h  1  1 and  h  1  2 are relatively prime , so (1 . 18) is an integer if f
 nn 9 p  / ( h  1  2)  (3 . 25)
 is an integer . At  h  5  2 2 , n 9  5  4 p 2  2  6 p  1  1 and  n  5  2(  p  2  1) 2 (4 p 2  2  2 p  1  1) ,  so the
 remainder theorem implies that (3 . 25) is an integer if f (1 . 31) holds .  h
 Observe that if  G 9 were one of the three known Generalized Moore Graphs , the pair
 (  p ,  h )  would be (2 ,  1) , (3 ,  1) or (7 ,  1) , for the pentagon , the Petersen graph or the
 Hof fman – Singleton graph respectively . In each case ,  p  does not satisfy condition (iii) of
 Theorem 1 . 2 . Therefore , if there is a strongly regular square-free graph with  m  5  2 ,  its
 first subconstituent is an as yet unknown Generalized Moore Graph .
 4 .  T HE I NTEGERS  p  WHERE  p  AND 5 p  2  4  ARE  P ERFECT S QUARES
 In this section , we find all the integers  p  such that  p  and 5 p  2  4 are both perfect
 squares . Assume for the moment that we have such an integer  p ,  and define
 non-negative integers  a  and  b  by
 p  5  a 2  and  5 p  2  4  5  b 2 .  (4 . 1 ,  4 . 2)
 Then , of course ,
 5 a 2  2  b 2  5  4 .  (4 . 3)
 Conversely , suppose that  a  and  b  are non-negative integers that satisfy (4 . 3) . Then ,
 setting  p  5  a  2 ,  we see that both  p  and 5 p  2  4 are perfect squares . Hence , our problem is
 equivalent to finding all non-negative integer solutions to (4 . 3) .
 We will show that the non-negative integral solutions to (4 . 3) are related to the
 Fibonacci sequence .  Recall that the Fibonacci sequence  f 0  , f 1  , f 2  ,  .  .  .  is defined by
 f 0  5  0 ,  f 1  5  1 ,  f j  5  f j 2 1  1  f j 2 2  (2  <  j  ,  `  ) .  (4 . 4)
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 T HEOREM 4 . 1 .  For all non - negati y  e integers a and b , the following are equi y  alent :
 (i)
 5 a 2  2  b 2  5  4 .  (4 . 5)
 (ii)
 a  5  f 2 i 1 1  ,  b  5  f 2 i  1  f 2 i 1 2  ,  (4 . 6 ,  4 . 7)
 for some non - negati y  e integer i .
 P ROOF .  (i)  é  (ii) .  The proof is by induction on  a .  Observe by (4 . 5) that  a  >  1 ,  so
 the base case is  a  5  1 .  In this case ,  b  5  1 ,  and (ii) holds with  i  5  0 .  Now assume that
 a  .  1 ,  and set
 a 9  5
 3 a  2  b
 2
 ,  b 9  5
 2 5 a  1  3 b
 2
 .  (4 . 8 ,  4 . 9)
 Observe that  a 9 and  b 9 are integers , since  a  and  b  have the same parity by (4 . 5) . Also ,
 a 9  and  b 9 are non-negative since , by (4 . 5) ,
 2 a  ,  b  ,  4 5 a  .  (4 . 10)
 By (4 . 8) and (4 . 9) ,
 5 a 9 2  2  b 9 2  5  5 S 3 a  2  b
 2
 D 2  2 S 2 5 a  1  3 b
 2
 D 2
 5  5 a 2  2  b 2 .
 5  4 .
 Observe that  a 9  ,  a  by (4 . 8) and (4 . 10) , so , by induction , there is a non-negative integer
 j  such that
 a 9  5  f 2 j 1 1  and  b 9  5  f 2 j  1  f 2 j 1 2  .  (4 . 11 , 4 . 12)
 Solving (4 . 8) and (4 . 9) for  a  and  b ,  and evaluating the result using (4 . 11) , (4 . 12) and
 (4 . 4) , we find that
 a  5
 3 a 9  1  b 9
 2
 5
 3 f 2 j 1 1  1  f 2 j  1  f 2 j 1 2
 2
 5  f 2 j 1 1  1  f 2 j 1 2
 5  f 2 j 1 3  (4 . 13)
 and
 b  5
 5 a 9  1  3 b 9
 2
 5
 5 f 2 j 1 1  1  3(  f 2 j  1  f 2 j 1 2 )
 2
 5  f 2 j 1 1  1  3 f 2 j 1 2
 5  f 2 j 1 4  1  f 2 j 1 2  .  (4 . 14)
 Now (ii) holds with  i  5  j  1  1 .
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 (ii)  é  (i) . The proof is by induction on  i .  For  i  5  0 ,  equations (4 . 6) and (4 . 7) become
 a  5  1  and  b  5  1 ,  and so (4 . 5) holds . Assume that  i  .  0 .  Set
 a 9  5  f 2 i 2 1  and  b 9  5  f 2 i 2 2  1  f 2 i  .  (4 . 15 ,  4 . 16)
 By induction , 5 a 9 2  2  b 9 2  5  4 .  Using (4 . 4) , we find that
 5 a 2  2  b 2  5  5 f  2 2 i 1 1  2  (  f 2 i  1  f 2 i 1 2 )
 2
 5  5(  f 2 i 2 1  1  f 2 i )
 2  2  (4 f 2 i  2  f 2 i 2 2 )
 2
 5  5 f  2 2 i 2 1  1  10 f 2 i  2  f 2 i 2 2 )  1  5 f
 2
 2 i  2  (4 f 2 i  2  f 2 i 2 2 )
 2
 5  5 f  2 2 i 2 1  1  (  f 2 i 2 2  1  f 2 i )
 2
 5  5 a 9 2  2  b 9 2
 5  4 .  h
 C OROLLARY 4 . 2 .  For all integers p , the following are equi y  alent :
 (i)  p and  5 p  2  4  are both perfect squares  ;
 (ii)  p  5  (  f 2 i 1 1 )
 2  for some non - negati y  e integer i .
 P ROOF .  (i)  é  (ii) . Define non-negative integers  a  and  b  by
 p  5  a 2  and  5 p  2  4  5  b 2 .  (4 . 17 ,  4 . 18)
 Then
 5 a 2  2  b 2  5  4 ,  (4 . 19)
 and so , by Theorem 4 . 1 ,  a  5  f 2 i 1 1 for some non-negative integer  i .  That is , (ii) holds .
 (ii)  é  (i) . By Theorem 4 . 1 , 5 p  2  4  5  (  f 2 i  1  f 2 i 1 2 ) 2 .  h
 5 .  C ONCLUSIONS
 Using Corollary 4 . 2 , we can generate all possible integers  p  >  2 such that  p  and
 5 p  2  4  are perfect squares . For small values of  p ,  it is possible to check all integers  h
 between 1 and  p  2  1 to see if they satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 . 2 . However , as  p
 grows , a comprehensive search becomes prohibitive . However , parts (vi) and (vii) of
 Theorem 1 . 2 provide a convenient way to limit the search . For a given value of  p ,  we
 can factor 5 p  2  4 .  By Theorem 1 . 2(iii) , (vi) and (vii) , any prime  q  which divides 5 p  2  4
 must divide  h  2  5 ,  2 h  1  5 or 4 h 2  2  20 h  2  25 .  Observe that the solution to 4 h 2  2  20 h  2
 25  ;  0  (mod  q ) is
 h  ;
 5  Ú  5 4 2
 2
 (mod  q ) .
 If  q  ;  3 or 5  (mod  8) , then 2 has no square root (mod  q ) ,  so this equation has no
 solution . Thus , rather than checking all values of  h ,  we can limit our search to at most 4
 (and in many cases 2) residue classes mod  q .  This enables us to eliminate all values of  h
 for  p  ,  (  f 3 7 )
 2 .  (At this point , even this limited search becomes computationally
 impractical . ) Thus , if there is a strongly regular square-free graph with  m  5  2 ,  it has a
 value of  p  of at least 583  660  122  205  489 , and hence has over 5 . 8  3  10 5 8 vertices . It
 seems likely that the conditions of our main theorem are so restrictive that in fact there
 are no strongly regular square-free graphs with  m  5  2 ,  but this question remains open .
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